
Country

Thailand 

Studying

Manufacturing Engineering 

How did you hear/come to know 
about BTEC qualification? 

KMITL sent out emails to students 
regarding BTEC courses. 

What have you enjoyed most about 
your BTEC?

What I enjoy most is the fair and 
rewarding criteria that is used to grade 
us students, compared to the scoring 
system currently used in Thailand. This 
helps to set clear goals of what needs 
to be achieved and having sight of that 
from the start makes studying less 
stressful. 

Which key skills have you developed 
while studying a BTEC that will 
prepare you for the future? 

Project designing and management. 
Being able to plan out a long-term 
project where there are clear goals 
and budget helps in giving a clear idea 
of what it is like to work with real life 
restrictions.  
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If you were to recommend a BTEC, what are the top three reasons you  
would give?

1. Smaller size classrooms makes teaching more immersive.  

2. Studying a BTEC is less stressful due to the grading system. Being able to use 
the learning goals instead of numbers helps students understand what’s going 
on and making it fair and reqarding.

3. Opens doors into further education and professions. With a BTEC you can 
continue to pursue your dream career without any restrictions

Include any examples and details of 
extra-curricular/in industry activities 
that have helped you developed your 
skills and knowledge.

• Arranging time our professors to 
visit them outside of class to consult 
about projects.

• Read up on extra information about 
what we’re studing from reliable 
sources.

• Research study projects similar to 
what we’re doing now that was done 
before, to give guidance.

 
How do you demonstrate your 
leadership capabilities and becoming 
role models to your fellow learners? 

The ways i showcase my leadership 
skills in class is that work with students 
within my class to make sure we have 
any questions compiled together to 
make sure we use our professors time 
properly, i also arrange meeting times 
and support others within the class to 
ensure we are all on the same page. 

What makes students who take a 
BTEC stand out from those who take 
other qualifications? 

BTEC teaches students project 
management skills, which helps the 
student learn the practical skills that 
need to be applied and not just the 
knowledge. 

This sort of learning stays with you and 
supports you through your career and 
future education.

What are your future plans after 
completing a BTEC, employment or 
further education?

Further education, i plan on going to 
Denmark technical university to study 
Bioinformatics.
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